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CHAPTER-1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OPTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THIN FILMS:

Thin film coatings are very natural and appropriate solutions to

many optical problems like reduction or enhancement of reflectance,

filtering of light, multi/demultiplexing of wavelengths and designing of

complex optical systems. The discovery of the phenomenon of Newton's rings

independently by Robert Boyle and by Robert Hooke, and subsequent

accidental observation by Taylor that a tarnished lens has better

transmission than a clear one, might be called as the beginning of the era

of modern thin film optics. Though this and several other phenomena had

been observed long back, an explanation for the same was not possible till

the discovery of interference of light at the beginning of the nineteenth

century. Recent advancements in theory and technology allow the production

of very complicated and more efficient thin film devices. The availability

of computer has facilitated the design and computation of complex thin film

systems. Among the various production methodc, thermal vacuum evaporation

has especially shown remarkable progress with respect to size and

efficiency of coating units, reliability of the process and control of film

thickness and uniformity. This technological progress is due to advances

in the field of high vacuum and necessity to develop several types of thin

film devices for lasers and their applications.

Conventionally a thin film is constructed by an inverse process of

atomization of bulk material. Three distinct stages can be identified in

the thin film formation process. They are, formation of nuclei, their

growth subsequently leading to their merger to form islands and finally

joining of islands to form a continuous thin film.

1.2 CONCEPT OF OPTICAL THIN FILM COMPUTATION:

Mathematically, an optical thin film is regarded as a homogeneous

plane parallel layer of essentially infinite extent, whose thickness is

comparable to the wavelength of the incident radiation and which is mainly

characterized by refractive index, extinction coefficient and thickness. A

multilayer thin film stack is a finite combination of such layers having



different film constants (Fig.l). With the progress of high power laser

technology, the importance of thin film optical coatings has also vastly

increased with its technological complexity. In practice the coating

specifications of a device may be stringent or lenient, based on the

optical system in which they are to perform predetermined optical filtering

functions. Despite impressive developments in the range of sophistications

of the coating processes, the reproducibility and reliability of their

optical performances leave much to be desired, particularly in relation to

the stringent requirements of modern high power laser applications.

The theoretical basis of thin film computation is the Maxwell

theory of light, elaborated during the past thirty years or so into design

theory of multilayer media. The mathematical formalism can be presented

in various versions, each of which has its specific practical importance.

Essentially they are all based on repeated use of boundary conditions at

the interfaces and on phase transformations of right going fl-waves and

left going /.-waves, from one boundary of the film to the other. Maxwell's

equations describing the propagation of electromagnetic waves are so well

established and accepted that they serve as underlying bases for optical

studies.

1.3 DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF THIN FILM DEVICES:

Thin film problems are highly non-linear. There is, therefore good

reason to believe that some design method will perform better than others

when applied to specific tasks.' There are several basic approaches to the

design of thin film multilayer coatings. These include graphical,

analytical and digital design methods. The later are particularly powerful

because they lend themselves to the design of coatings with much more

complicated properties than is possible with other methods. Digital design

techniques can in turn be further classified as either refinement or

synthesis method. The former use a starting design that is not quite

satisfactory and gradually adjust it to improve its performance. By

contrast, synthesis methods frequently generate their own starting design.

Usually this step is followed by refinement. Refinement methods are, thus

used in most types of digital design techniques. In the past, many

different numerical procedures have been used for refinement or

optimization. There is a great interest in how good a solution they find

2
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and how quickly they converge to that solution.

To begin with let us consider a general approach to any

optimization problem. The various practical problems which might arise are

so widespread in interest and application that it will be very difficult to

refer them all. The general problem of finding the optimum value of a

function of one or many variable, when the function may be linear or

nonlinear, discrete-valued or continuous, exact or stochastic, restricted

or unconstrained, is a very difficult one, and is still under development.

For this reason many types of optimization methods have been suggested,

usually with a particular group of applications in mind. In general,

however, the optimum can exist only at one or more of the following

conditions, since it cannot exist elsewhere: a stationary point, a

discontinuity in the gradient or or the function or the boundary. Therefore

it is to be noted that these point, however, do not all need to be extreme

value. The search, however, has now been reduced to a search for the

location of these types of situation and a subsequent comparison of

function values at these locations. Since one does not know in advance at

which type of position the global optimum will lie, except in a few well

behaved cases, it is necessary to to examine all three possibilities, and

any search must examine both the interior of the permitted region and its

boundary. A typical approach to any optimization problem is presented as

follows:

1.4 APPROACH TO NUMERICAL THIN FILM DESIGN METHOD

The basic goal of numerical design for optical multilayer

coatings is to find the construction parameters cf systems which satisfy

the desired optical specifications. The construction parameters include

the thicknesses, refractive indices, extinction coefficients of the

substrate, medium and i-layers of the system. Together these quantities

make up the parameter vector P. The performance of the multilayer at any

stage of the design is measured by the value of a Merit Function (MF).

This is a single valued function that can be defined in terms of various

quantities of interest that can be evaluated for the multilayer. Many

quantities of interest have been used in thin film design in the past,

although the most commonly specified quantities are the transmittance T or

reflectance R for given wavelength A, angle of Incidence c? and plane of

polarisation S or P.
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1.5 EXISTING OPTIMIZATION METHODS OF THIN FILM DESIGN:

Until recently most refinement methods used in thin film design

converged to minimum that was closest to the starting design. However some

optimization methods now being applied search fcr solutions beyond the

closest minimum. As a result, the distinction between numerical refinement

and synthesis is becoming blurred. However, global minimum seeking

refinement methods require considerably more computation time. For any

particular problem one may define the best solution to be that which

achieves the desired performance with the smallest over all feasible

thickness of the system and which can be readily produced. This last

stipulation rules out solutions that are sensitive to small perturbation

of the construction parameters. The best numerical design methods will

yield such a solution in the shortest possible time. Several methods,

listed below, have been adopted in thin film design by various designers,

as of practical importance.

I. MODIFIED GRADIENT METHOD10

II. DAMPED LEAST SQUARES METHOD11

III. SIMPLEX METHOD12'13

IV. PERTUBATIVE MONTE CARLO METHOD1"1

V. GOLDEN SECTION METHOD15

VI. BASIC POWELL CONJUGATE SEARCH PROCEDURE16

VII. ADAPTIVE RANDOM SEARCH PROCEDURE17

VIII. ROSENBROCK'S ROTATING COORDINATES SEARCH18

IX. HOOKE AND JEEVES PATTERN SEARCH19

X. MONTE CARLO SIMULATED ANNEALING20

Besides several above methods have been suitably modified to take

care of the complexity of the thin film design problems. For example Damped

Least Square method earlier used extensively for- lens design has been

suitably modified with the incorporation of various damping factors to

tackle the specific thin film design problems?1 In the present work a new

automatic design method for optimization, synthesis and refinement of high

power thin film devices using the Modified Complex algorithm has been

developed and used which is described in this report.
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CHAPTER-2

MODIFIED COMPLEX METHOD FOR THIN FILM DESIGN:

2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD:

The complex method, first introduced by Box ' in 1965, is some

what different to the Simplex approach and can handle constrained

problems. This method handles constraints by the use of a flexible figure

of more than n+1 vertices, which can expand or contract in any or all

directions and can extend round "corners." The method is straightforward

and easy to program for convex regions. Vertices are rejacted and

generated, as in the Simplex method, but no attempt is made to preserve a

regular figure in which each vertex is equidistant from all other points.

Guin in 1968, has suggested certain improvements that increase the chances

of reaching the optimum. In the present complex method the important basic

steps of simplex method, such' as contraction and expansion have been

included. This has assured the final solutions to be more closer to the

target characteristics. Besides nonconvexity of the search region has been

eliminated during the search process. For the first time, the Modified

Complex Method has been used for thin film design and refinement (Fig.-3).

The efficiency of the method can be realised from the various designs

obtained.

The geometric figure formed by a set of n+1 points in

n-dimensional space is called a simplex or complex. When the points are

equidistant the complex is said to be regular. Thus in two dimensions, the

complex is a triangle and in three dimensions, it is a tetrahedron

and it is depicted in the figure-4.

Essentially, the method searches for the minimum value of the

objective function M(x) in a feasible region defined by the lower(b) and

upper(u) bounds (explicit constraints) b.s x.s U,, 1=1,2..n. Where X can

be the physical thickness or refractive index of the design depending on

the requirement.If necessary some implicit constraint or constraint

function can also be included besides above Uniting constraints as

follows.
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The constraint function may be of the type,

g.(X) * 0, j=l,2...,m -. (1)

In general, the satisfaction of the side constraints (lower and upper

bounds on the variables X.) may not correspond to the satisfaction of the

constraint function. The constraint function in thin film design problems

can be related to the summation of all the optical thickness of a

multilayer stack, etc.

The Complex method uses a set of <r 2 n+1 points of which one

satisfies all the impeded constraints. These vertices may be initially

found by starting at one point which satisfies all m constraints. If such

a point is not readily available, it can be found out using either

"Interior Penalty Function Method " or this method Itself.

2.1.1 A Starting Feasible Point:

2.1.1.1 (i). METHOD-I

a). Choose an arbitrary point X, and evaluate the constraints g.(X) at the
1 J

point X.. Since the point X. is arbitrary, it may not satisfy all the

constraints with strict equality sign. If r out of a total m constraints

are violated, renumber the constraints such that the last r constraints

will become the violated ones, that is,

g ( X X 0, j=l,2 m-r .. (2)
a n d (3)

g.CXjJat 0, j=m-r+l,m-r+2 a " '

b). Identify the constraint which is violated most at the point X , that

is, find the integer k such that

gk(XT)= max[g (X1)] for j=m-r+l,m-r+2, m ..(4)

c). Now formulate a new optimization problem as:

Find X which minimizes g^(X) subject to

g,(X) £ 0, j=l,2 m-r . . (5)and
g (X)-gk(X1)£ 0, j=m-r+l,m-r+2 k-l,k+l,..,m ..(6)

d). Solve the optimization problem formulated in step (c) by taking the

point X1 as a feasible starting point using the interior penalty function

method or the complex method. Note that the former can be terminated

whenever the value of the objective function g. (X) drops below zero. Thus

the solution obtained Xm will satisfy at least one more constraint than

11
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did the original point X..

e). If all the constraints are not satisfied at the point X set the new
m

starting point as X =X , and renumber the constraints such that the r
1 m

constraints will be the unsatisfied ones (this value of r will be different

from the previous value), and go to step (b).

This procedure is repeated until all the constraints are

satisfied, and a point (X =X ) is obtained for which
1 m

gjfX^ < 0, j=l,2 m. ..(7)

If the constraints are consistent, it should be possible to

obtain, by trying the above procedure, a point X that satisfies all the

constraints. However, there may exist situations in which the solution of

the problem formulated in step (c) gives the unconstrained or constrained

lock minimum of gfe(X) that is positive. In such cases, one has to start

afresh with a new point X. from step (a) onwards.

2.1.1.2 (ii) METHOD-11

' In this method, first choose any seemingly suitable point, check

all the constraints, and, if any are contradicted, to minimize the

function and then define

S = V g ..(8)

the summation being taken only over those constraints which are violated.

A more formal presentation of this procedure is to minimize

= t H(g )g ..(9)

where H(g. ) is the Heavyside function, defined as

i 1 if gk" °
( 0 if gk< 0

so that the summation S is indeed only over those constraints. When S

vanishes, the feasible point is obtained. Of course, it is not certain

that a solution will exist. Since all optimization techniques find local

rather than global optima, obtaining a nonzero minimum of S will not

necessarily imply the nonexistence of a feasible point. Three approaches

13



might be considered:

a). An unrestricted search of S might be made (unrestricted in the sense

that, the inequalities are not tested).

&). S is minimized, constrained not to violate inequalities which are

already satisfied.

c). If 1 of the inequalities are satisfied, a search for the minimum S

might be made, subject only to these and the U+l)st equality. This

procedure is repeated until all the inequalities are satisfied. Finally,

S=£g. , where g are the remaining inequalities, is minimised subject to

all the inequalities.

Box et.al, recommended the first approach, since unconstrained

search is easier, and note that any optimization technique utilized must

not be defeated by having independent variables present upon which S does

not currently depend.

2.1.2 The Basic Steps Of Numerical Computation:

1. Once a feasible point is found, the remaining <r-l points are obtained

by the use of pseudo random numbers r.in the relation

xi = bi + ri(u1 - bi) ..(11)

where, r.are uniformly distributed over interval [0,1]. These points

satisfy the lower-upper bound constraints.

2. If some implicit constraints are violated, then the trial point is

moved halfway toward the centroid of the remaining already accepted

points. The centroid is defined as

: ..(12)

k=l

Where X*,X2 XSare available feasible points.

The type of region defined by any set of restriction is important.

It has been established that a global optimum can be found directly in the

minimization of a convex function, or the maximization of a concave

function, when the region of search is convex. The use of nonconvex region

can produce local optima even if functions are well behaved. The convex



region is one, where the straight line joining any two points lying on the

region boundaries must lie entirely within the region. Some typical example

of convex and nonconvex regions are presented in the figure-5.

If the search is performed in a nonconvex region, it may happen

that the centroid of all the feasible points is not feasible itself. In

this case, all the points of the complex are discarded except X at which

the objective function (merit function) assumes the lowest value. The new

complex is generated by applying

Xi = Xi + ri(Xi " X i ) : i = 1--- n ••(13)

Where X° is the old infeasible centroid. This construction is restricted

to a more favourable subspace and it will help the search to be continued.

An occasional infeasibility is treated in the same way as when the complex

is moved.

Ultimately a feasible point can be found and by repeating this

procedure.er-1 points in the feasible region can be generated.

3. The objective function M(x) evaluated and the vertex X at which the

function assumes the largest value is reflected by computing,

Xr = (1+ a)X° - a.Xh ..(14)

where X is the centroid of the remaining vertices and defined as,

X° = — L _ Y Xk .. (15)

A typical 2-dimensional reflection process has been shown in the Fig.-4. It

was found that a = 1.8 was a good choice of the reflection coefficient. The

use of reflection coefficient a > 1 compensates for the tendency of the

complex to shrink, which is caused by the moves towards the centroid.

4. If M(Xr) < M(Xh) and Xris feasible the point is contracted and the

contracted point X is obtained by

XC= /3.Xh + (1-/3) X° .. (16)

If the contraction process is successful and the point XC is feasible then

15
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this replaces Xh. But if it so happens that M(XC) is greater than M(Xh)

then the present set is discarded and a new set is found as:

X1 = | ( X1 + X1 ) ..(17)

If the reflection pror-ss is not successful i.e. MIX1")* M(X ) then the

reflection coefficient is reduced u. := a / 2 and new X is computed and

tried. This is repeated , if necessary, until a s T where T =10 is

a satisfactory value. If the relation M(X )<M(X ) does not hold even

for that small value of a, then the projected point X is replaced by the

original value of X and the second worst vertex X is reflected instead.

If at any stage M(Xr) < MtX1) then Xr is expanded as follows,

Xe = ?.Xr + (l-y).Xr ..(18)

If the process is successful then X replaces X , else the original value

is restored. The expansion coefficient jr=2.0 and contraction coefficient

(3=0.5 have been found to be very, good choice for the present application.

All these process keeps the complex moving towards minimum,

unless the centroid is very close to it. If the reflected vertex is not

feasible, then this point is moved halfway towards the centroid until it

becomes feasible. The method will progress so long as the complex has not

collapsed into its centroid.

2.1.3 Termination Criteria And Convergence:

The process is terminated when the complex shrinks to an

acceptable small size or if the standard deviation,

1 /-J

°" r o k
 l2

, M(X ) - M(X )

Where c > 0 is a predetermined small number. It is important for the

convergence that the complex retains the full dimensionality. We have

successfully applied o-=n+4 as the number of vertices of the complex.

2.1.4 Refinement:

Refinement of the design in the final stage can be done by

17



suitably controlling the power of the merit function. Sometimes proper

choice of weightage factor and tolerance factors influence to some extent

the process of refinement. The merit function taken for this purpose is of

the form

s=i l

D = QT - QP ( li l s M ) .. (21 )

Where M 3 s the number of target points, W and SQ ire the

corresponding weightage and tolerance factors.The value of k plays a major

role in refinement. In the present case the convergence is accelerated at

an early stage of optimization by putting k=l. Subsequent value of k

decides the quality of the refinement. The effect of k has been shown in

one of the edge filter design.

The progress of various points of the Complex like centrold, point

of reflection and the lowest point, in the domain of merit function is

presented in figure-6. Also the efficiency of the method can be realised

from the example presented in the figure-7. In this example a broad-band IR

antireflection coating has been designed using Ge and LaF over a

wavelength region of 7.7 to 12.3 /im. Even if the starting design is having

a defect functional value of ~88.0, the final design evolved carries a

value of only 0.19. As a result, the target and final designs are almost

equal as shown in the figure.

2.2 LOCAL AND GLOBAL OPTIMUM :

While many objective functions posses the property of

unimodality, i.e., one optimum, precautions must be taken to ensure the

validity of the assumptions. If more than one optimum is suspected, the

base point should be changed and search for an optimum is repeated. If

repeated calculation yields the same result, then the optimum can, with a

degree of confidence which depends on the number of repetitions, be called

a global optimum. If several local optLna are found, the various values of

the objective function are compared and the best one is selected.

2.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS :

After the search for an optimum has been completed, it is usually
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desirable to examine the nature of the result. This examination will

ensure, for example, that the solution is in fact optimal, and not a

saddle point or a false 'stationary' value, such as might be obtained by

stranded on a ridge. In addition, it is most important to know the

sensitivity of the object function to small changes in the independent

variables. Because in some cases, a small variation of the independent

variable would cause a marked change in the optimal result, there by

making it difficult for practical implementation. It is therefore

essential in most of the optimization study not to stop investigations at

the location of the optimal solution, but to continue the analysis until

some information and understanding of the surrounding neighbourhood are

obtained. In analytically defined systems such sensitivity analysis can

often be performed using quadratic form of the Taylor's expansion in the

region of the optimum. For numerical investigations the general approach

is to* consider the sensitivity of the optimal value to changes in the

basic data and variables. This information might be gleaned directly

experimentation, with which each variable altered in turn by some fraction

of its value.

For the present application , the sensitivity of the result is

established by computing various derivatives K and T, with respect to

independent variables like physical thickness, refractive index and angle

of incidence.

Quite often, thin film optimization problems deal with only at

certain discrete values of the independent variables like refractive

indices or are dependent on a mixture of continuous and discrete valued

variables. In those cases, the search is then limited to the nodes of a

lattice or grid which may be imagined to be constrained in an n dimensional

space. The complex method is, then, modified as follows.

2.4 COMPLEX METHOD FOR DISCRETE-VALUED VARIABLES!

The problem of optimization when discrete-valued variables (e.g.

refractive indices} when come across, can be tackled by easily modifying

the search process of the Complex method.

A figure of 2n feasible vertices would be selected at feasible

nodes, and the objective function evaluated each. The highest vertex would

then be discarded, being replaced in the 2n figure by a vertex which is
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selected in a fashion similar to that recommended for the above continuous

case, but now including the additional condition that the new choice must

lie at a node.

It is convenient to replace the actual magnitudes of the discrete

values of the independent variables by a sequence of integers. Each node,

the 'j'th say, can then be defined by X., representing a set of n integers

<x. ., x_ ,x .}. In the complex method, we choose k vertices, all

of which lie at feasible nodes. The complex is then represented by {X.,

X_ ^k^' *n ^e min^miza^lon problem if the highest , value of the

objective function is found at 'h'th vertex (lshsk). The centroid M of the

remaining vertices can then be defined as X̂ ., where

k
x j » s

l £ 1
( x . » ' V ; for J=1'2--n -(22)

The x need not be integers. The new point be added to the complex figure

now found as follows. First let & be the direction from the rejected vertex

X. to th
n
integers)

X, to the centroid X̂ , as defined by the n numbers (not necessarily

m j = Xjn> " xjh " • (23)

If a. is now defined as

a. = nearest integer value of (can.)

where a is some scale factor, then the new vertex X' which replaces the

old vertex X,, is given by

X j h = X j h + a •• ( 2 5 )

If X'is not feasible, then the following the rules of the complex, we move

along a, halfway towards \., of course accepting only solutions which lie

on nodes. Similarly if X' produced a worse value of the object function

than X. , the same rule is used to contract the complex figure. In one

cycle, this contraction rule is applied until a feasible point is attained,

even if this should coincide with another vertex. The final objective is to

contract the figure until all vertices lie at a given node- the desired

opt imam,
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2.5 APPLICATION OF THE METHOD:

The method has been applied to various thin film design problems

and the resulting designs are found to be well within the tolerance limits

of the target characteristics. For all the designs quarter wave stack has

been taken as the starting one. The designs obtained are presented below.

Since most of the designs are of broad-band type, the dispersion of

refractive indices in the required wavelength region, wherever required,

is taken into account. The dispersion can be computed using Sellemeir

Dispersion Formula or it can be given from a input data file.

2.5.1 Broad-band Antireflection Coatings For Germanium IR Optics :

This problem is selected to compare the result with other

existing thin film optimization methods. Auguilera et alf have already

investigated the performance of various optimization methods using this

example, also they have analysed the various possible solutions and

convergence techniques for this problem.

The problem is to design an antireflection coating for Germanium

(refractive index n=4.0) In the 7.7-12.3 jim region of the IR but without

the use of the slightly radioactive low-refrective index thorium fluoride

(ThF.) lavers. Here the film materials chosen are germanium (n=4.2) and

zinc sulfide (n=2.2). Since this is a numerical exercise only, all

materials are assumed to be nondispersive. In this example the target

reflectance R . was specified to be zero at 0.1 fim wavelength increments

between 7.7 and 12.3 nm. All the 47 spectral points are equally weighted

with W.=l. This exercise is a bit difficult task, since the ratio of the

refractive indices of the film materials used is only 1.91. The final

result obtained by the Modified Complex Method is presented in the fig.

along with the published results of the various other methods. The point

to be noted that in the present case the value of the defect function is

obtained in the range of the other results but with the overall optical

thickness half of those values. But when the spectral region was reduced

by 0.6 jim (i.e., 4.7-11.7 fim), a improved value of defect function of 0.95

was obtaining This dosign was also I I 1 t;ii using I .a I" us a low rol rncl 1 vi-

Index material ln=1.5). The result obtained is presented in the Fig.j . As

it can be seen a defect function of 0.15 has been obtained over the

spectral region Of 7.7 to 12.3 nm.
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OPTIMIZED DESIGNS :[Figures-8 and 9]

In these designs the layer optical thicknesses are given in jim.

(I). Air.-2.4107:2.6528:0.8039:0.7922:2.7832:0.9003: 0.6651:2,4759:Ge

L H L H L H L H

(ii). Air:2.3382:2.7411:0.8689:0.7377:2.5255:1.0074:0.5928:2.2923:Ge

The design (i) is having a defect function of 1.23 over the range 7.7 to

123.3 jxm, where as the design (.ii) has a defect function value 0.95 over

the spectral range of 7.7 to 11.7 /im.

(Hi). Air: 2. 5467: 0.5958: 0.2745:0. 4309: 0.285S:Ge

This design uses LaF as the low index film. It has a defect function

value of 0.15 over the spectral range of 7.7 to 12.3 pm (Fig.10).

2.5.2' Antireflection Coatings For Grazing Incidences:

The reflection losses of glass prisms at grazing angle of

incidences (~ 80°) is as high as 27°/. for p-polarised light so also

a high figure for s-polarised light. The Modified Complex method has been

applied to design antireflection coatings for such optics over a specified

spectral region. The designs obtained both for p and s-polarisations have

been presented in the figure-

OPTIHIZED DESIGNS: [see Figures:11,12,13]

For P-polarlsation:

(i). 3-Layer = Air:1.1H:1.56L:0.69H: Sub

(ii). 4-Lalyer = Air:1.07H:1•16L:1.51H:1.33L:Sub

(Hi). 5-Layer = Air: 0.105L: 0. 94H: 1 • 2L: 1. 48H: 1. 4L: Sub

The design wavelength is taken as 550 nm. High and low index values are

2.35 and 1.45 respectively. The angle of incidence is taken as 80° both for

P and S-polarisation.

For S-polarisation:[see Figures:14 and 15]

(i). 4-Layer = Air:1.33L:1.06H:1•30L:1.98H: Sub

(ii). 5-Layer = Air:1.37L:0.97H:1.15L:2.01H:1.23L:Sub

In this design the reference wavelength is taken as 585 nm.
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2.5.3 Broad-band visible antireflection coating: .

Different stacks consisting of 3,4 and 5 layers have been

optimized to get required anti reflection effect over the wavelength

region of 400 to 700 nm. The method takes 5 to 6 iterations to achieve the

characteristics. The 5 layer stack was found to give the best one. The

weightage factor and tolerance factor play important role in refinement.

OPTIMIZED DESIGNS: [see Figures:16,17 and 18]

3-Layer: Air:1.218L:0.136H:0.241L:Sub

4-Layer: Air:1.192L:0.318H:0.501L:0.231H:Sub

5-Layer: Air:1.148L:0.402H:0.459L:0.354H:0.231L:Sub

Where L and H are the quarter-wave optical thickness at 550 nm wavelength

for above as well as subsequent designs. High and Low index values are 2.3

and 1.38 respectively.

2.5.4 Broad-band output coupler:

Though this is a bit difficult design but by manipulating the K

the required transmittance of 2'/. has been achieved over the wavelength

region 450 to 650 nm. In this case the stack consists of 18 layers. This

single output coupler can match with various laser cavities used for

visible region.

OPTIMIZED DESIGN: [see Figure:19]

Out-Put Coupler[9=0°;A=450-650rui;T=>2#/.]

18-Layer: Air:0.56L:1.028H:1•14L:1.49H:0.964L:0.965H:1•063L:0.971H:

0.937L:0.988H:0.942L:0.983H:0.923L:0.744H:0.96L:0.407H:

0.712L:1.093H:Sub

2.5.5 The steep edge filters/beam combiners:

High and low pass filters have been designed both for normal and

oblique incidences. 15 layers has been found to be a reasonable choice for

these designs. The refinement is sensitive to both k and W . Some of the

low-pass edge filters are given below.

OPTIMIZED DESIGNS: [see Figure 20,21 and 22]

I. Beam-Combiner [6=45° ;A=300-550nm; UV/VIS] ; k=l
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15-Layer : Air:0.967L:1.341H:1•024L:1,074H:0.V1 5L: 0.993H:0.972L:

0.976H:0.925L:1.01H:0.934L:0. 981H:1. 037L:1•11H:

l,151L:Sub

II. Beam-Combiner [6=45°, A=300-550nm; UV/VIS] ; k=4

15-Layer : Air:0.947L:1.33H:.996L:1-08H:0.92L:0.985H: 0.973L:0.986H

:0.9L:1,025H:0.923L:0,99H:1.04L: 1.087H:1. 164L:Sub

III. Beam-Combiner [9=0,A=400-700;vis]

15-Layer: Air:1.074L:1.551H:1.035L:1.343H:0. 796L: 1. 304H:1•OIL

:1.053H:1.175L:1•032H:1.1L: 1•162H:1.039L:1.337H

:1.177L:Sub

2.5.6 Broad band beam splitters

Broad band beam splitters both in the range of 400 to 1000 nm.

and 400 to 700 nm. have been successfully developed, for the later design

9 layer and for the former 5 layer stack have been found to be very good

choice. The power of the merit function K plays an important role in final

refinement.

OPTIMIZED DESIGNS: [see Figures 23,24 and 25]

I. Beam-Splitter[8=0°;A=400-1000nm;R/T=>50/50]

10-layer: Air: 1. 061L: 0. 541H.-0. 459L: 0. 251H: 1. 274L: 1. 754H: 1. 167L: 1. 161H

:0.565L:0.87H:Sub

II. Beam-Splitter[6=45°;A=400-1000nm;R/T=>50/50]

7-Layer: Air:0.218H:1.632L:0.847H:1.025L:1.634H: 1.782L:1.91H:Sub

III. Beam-Splitter[8=45°;A=400-700nm;R/T=>50/50]

5-Layer: Air:0.996H:1.1L:1.12H:0.242L:0.417H:Sub

2.5.7 Broad band Febry Perot reflector

For this design a 13 layer stack has been chosen. A reflection of

90°/ has been obtained starting from 400 nm to 700 nm.

OPTIMIZED DESIGN: [see Figure:26]

13-Layer: Air:1.556H:1.062L:1.23H:1.078L: 1.3H:0.963L: •83H: .848L:

.808H:1.089L:.47H:.797L:.76H:Sub
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2.5.8 Metal-dielectric narrow band pass filter:

Though metal dielectric filters produce very narrow band effect,

but when the dispersion of the metal is taken into account ripples appear

in the stop band. The modified complex method has been applied

successfully to get rid of the unwanted ripples while improving the

transmittance amplitude.

OPTIMIZED DESIGN: [see Figure:27]

13-Layer: Air:0.886H:0.922L:0.91H:0.95L:0.884H:1.75L::60nm{Al}::

:1.747L:.92SH:.904L:.915H:.904L:.955H:Sub

2.6 DISCUSSION :

The complex method is to some extent scale Independent, since an

initial complex is roughly scaled to the order of the problem variables.

No use is made of first derivatives of M(X) or g(X); hence there is

relatively little work per step. The computer code is very simple and

requires only a moderate amount of storage.

When a thin film device is designed for high power laser

application, it is essential to analyse the electric field in side it in

order to determine its damage threshold for such applications.' If the

analysis is carried out during the design process, it is easier to take

come corrective measures to improve its damage threshold. In the following

few sections, the electric field analysis and optimization technique

adopted during the course of this design work is presented in the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER-3

2D AND 3D ELECTRIC FIELD ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGNED THIN FILM DEVICES

3.1 INTERACTION OF INCIDENT ELECTRIC FIELD WITH THE MULTILAYER THIN FILM

DEVICE:

When a train of light waves strikes a multilayer optical coating,

the beam will be divided at each fil.T. interface into a series of reflected

and transmitted components. At any point inside the multilayer structure,

the amplitude of the resultant electric field of a given wavelength is

obtained by superimposing these reflected transmitted beams. In the case of

oblique incidence of light, the superposition of the forward and reverse

waves must be performed independently for the components of the waves

parallel (p polarization) and perpendicular ( s polarization) to the plane

of incidence. The light Intensity distribution of the standing wave

electric fields within a coating may be computed from the time averaged

square of the electric field;

= 1/2 Et(x) Et(x)* . . (26)

Where £ (x) is the complex conjugate of the resultant field within the

i'th layer at a point x along the direction of propagation of the light

wave.

Plots of the electric field distributions help to understand the

optical interference phenomena that occur inside multilayer systems. The

theoretical data are practically useful for developing damage resistant

designs intended for high power laser applications. The local electric

field intensity has a direct influence on many of the features of laser

induced damage. It also provides with sufficient information about

scattering inside the multilayer.

Thin film materials situated in regions of high field intensity

in a coating design are particularly vulnerable to laser damage and must

be carefully selected and prepared in the vacuum deposition process to

minimize sources of absorption, especially defects like absorbing

inclusions. Absorbing media will cause the amplitude of a plane wave to

decrease exponentially with distance, whereby the energy of the
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electromagnetic field is progressively changed into heat. It follows from

classical electromagnetic theory the energy dissipation (joule heat) loss

is proportional to the time averaged square of the electric field and the

absorption coefficient of the film. The electric field profiles also aid

in the development of coating designs which maximize the optical

throughput. In band pass filter designs, it is particularly important that

any weak absorbing films be situated in the coating where the electric

field intensity is low. The relative electric field intensity is given by

/' = 1/4 E^x) E^x)* . . (27)

and it is used to measure the light intensity distribution in the

multilayer relative to the maximum value in free space. In free space, The

peak standing-wave intensity of a "perfect" reflector is

1/2 EQ Ej = 1/2 (2)Z = 2 . . (28)

at these points where the incident and reflected waves, both of unit

amplitude, are phased to add constructively. Therefore, 1/2 gives the

relative intensity. It follows that the relative electric field intensity

of a perfect antireflection coatjng will be equal to 1/4 on the air side of

an air-film interface because the amplitude of reflected wave is zero in

this case.

For a given intensity the electric field is a function of the

refractive index. The time average of the absolute value of the poynting

vector is called electromagnetic intensity M, in which case the poynting

vector is the vector cross product of the instantaneous electric and

magnetic fields of which the radiation is composed. The power flowing

across a surface normal to the direction of the flow is HA (V). Intensity

and electric field strength are related by:

11/2 —

where £ is the time average of the square of the electric field, c is the

permittivity of the medium and n is the permeability of the medium. For a

simple dielectric medium of index n;

M (V/cm2) = 0.0013.n. E2

""" ..(30)
E flVcm; =27.4 (ti/n)
max



Before discussing the field strengths within a multilayer thin film stack,

it Is better to review some fundamental concepts and definitions.

The electric field vector of an obliquely Incident wave will have

components parallel (tangential) and perpendicular (normal) to the

boundary. The magnitude of these components depends upon the degree and

orientation of polarization of the incident wave. For p polarization, In

which the electric field vector vibrates in the plane of incidence:

tangential component : E' = E cose

nanmal component : E" = £ sine
P o

For s polarization where the electric field vector vibrates normal to the

plane of incidence i.e. parallel to the boundary:

tangential component : E' = E

nanmal component : E" = 0

The next important concept to recall is that the theory of multilayer

optical thin films is based on electromagnetic theory in which the

tangential field components are continuous across the boundaries. In fact

the equations of non-normal incidence are the same as those for normal

incidence except that indices and phase thicknesses are replaced with

effective values. The effective phase thickness compensates for the

different path length experienced by an oblique ray and the effective

index provides the tangential *"ield component that must be continuous

across the boundaries. The equations describing the performances of

multilayers in nonnormal incidence do not explicitly provide Information

about field components normal to the boundaries and consequently are not

sufficient to determine the total field strength.

3.2 COMPUTATIONAL METHOD:

The electric field distribution for various types of thin film

devices has been computed by the following technique developed. A

recursion formula has been used to achieve this. In general for normal

incidence the electric field at adjacent interfaces in a multilayer system

is given by:

£j / £j_i - [ 1+r.e
2'* ]/ [1+rJ.e1* ..(31)

4.2



where * = * = Z.n.n .d ; n = n - ik and r is the complex

reflectance amplitude at a point in the intervening film adjacent to the

j-i surface which can be written as, r =r* = r'e'21 . The electric field

vector executes simple harmonic vibrations with amplitude £ at interface

j. The time average of the square of the electric field strength is;

E2 = wz E2 ..(32)

It is this value that determines absorption and scattering within the

multilayer. For applications like multilayers used for high power lasers,

the peak electric field strength is important.

For oblique incidence the above equation can be used to compute

the tangential component of the electric field for s and p polarizations

at any point within the multilayer. But the most Important is that, for

nonnormal incidence the effective values of refractive index and phase

thickness must be used and two planes of polarizations must be treated

separately. For s polarization the fields are parallel to the boundary and

the problem is thus simplified.

i.e. Es = 0

and £- = | ^ ^ i - 1. ES' = ES . . . (33)f" {"
The reflectance amplitude r is defined as the ratio of the

tangential components of the electric field amplitude of the reflected and

incident wave. It can be shown that the reflectance amplitude for the

field components normal to the boundary is -r, which has to be considered

for p polarization. Thus, for p polarization :

parallel : Ep= E cosed+r ,)
l PP ..(34)

perpendicular : E = E sinefl-r ;
i P

where E is the amplitude of incident wave. Now the corresponding



recursion relationships can be written as:

1+r .exp(2.i.0p

#]•<.£ P " • '•*••• ..(35)

„ r 1-r .exp(2.i.« p ) ,
p = E £ L - .tane, .Ep ..(36)
J-1 L (i+r ).exp(,.£ 1 J W J"x

The total field amplitude is the vector sum of the tangential and normal

components. Two checks have been applied to ensure the correctness of the

computational results. The first one is by relating the incident field £ ,

the exit field £ and the conventional transmlttance T.

n.£2. cose = r.nQ.£^. coseo ..(37)

The second verification approaph makes the use of the fact that absorption

in a multilayer is proportional to the time average field strength

squared:

absorption a. Z(Snk \E\ dt)/nQ\EQ\ coseQ) ..(38)

where the integral carried through each layer of index n=n-ik and summed

over all layers. The postulated mechanisms for damage by high power

radiation fall into two general areas: those associated with nonlinear

field effects for which peak field values are important and those

associated with field squared effects such as absorption and scattering.

Very slight absorption, even less than can be measured by conventional

techniques, may cause excessive heating and damage when illuminated by a

high power laser beam. It is also possible to predict the damage threshold

on the basis of above computation. For this one has to calculate the

spatial average value of the square of the field over the thickness.

I 12 1 •2 . . (39)

where the Integral is taken over the total thickness T of the layer. The

reciprocal of the above quantity may be used to predict the relative power

required to reach the damage threshold.



The quarter wave designs are having very poor damage resistance.

The highest damage resistance has been found in multilayer systems which

consist of an alternating set-up of a A/4 high refracting and 3A/4 low

refracting component. So sometimes the correlation between absorption and

damage may not be established, as the damage becomes design dependent. To

explain this result, it is necessary to take into account the heat flow

within the stacks investigated during laser irradiation as well as an

additionally acting laser induced thermal stress giving rise to a

different resistance in the multilayer stack.

There are several techniques to improve the damage resistance.

First, half wave thick overcoats on quarter wave stack can yield an

average of 50% improvement in damage resistance. Likewise a half wavo

thick barrier layer of SiO deposited between a multilayer antlreflection

coating and the substrate produces an average improvement of the same

magnitude. It is also possible with special optimised design techniques to

minimize the peak standing wave field within the critical high index

layers. One effective way to raise the damage threshold of optical coating

is to preirradiate them with laser pulses at subthreshold intensities.

3.3 APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE:

In the present work various schemes are coupled to the analysis

technique to improve the design characteristics for better damage

threshold (Fig.-28 to Fig.-35).

Most of the designs are started with low index layer as the

outermost layer. Attempts are made to confine the first standing wave peak

in this layer which happens to be the largest in amplitude. All the broad

band multilayer antireflection coatings have been designed according to

this methodology.

In all the designs the total integrated thickness of the high

index layers are kept as minimum as practically feasible. This leads to

confinement of most of the fields within the low index layers which are

having relatively high damage threshold. This can be realised very well

from designs of broad band a. r. coatings as well as broad band beam

splitters.

In most of the designs the peaks of the electric field are kept

away from the layer boundaries, this leads to the reduction of interface
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scattering as well as probability of the damage initiation.

3.4 THREE-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRIC FIELD ANALYSIS:

When a multilayer thin film design is meant for a set of

specified spectral wavelengths, it is necessary to know its performance at

each step of the design process at those spectral wavelengths at the same

instant. This helps the designer to take necessary remedy when the device

performance is poor at some spectral points. This is also equally

applicable while analysing electric fields for broad-band coatings. In the

course of the present work, a programme has been developed for 3-D

analysis of the electric field of a broad-band coating.

In this case the field equations have been modified, as follows,

to account the wavelength dependence.

For parallel component of either s or p polarisation :

_ . ^ . . e » p , ^ . , . . )

Here x is either S or P depending on the polarisation, in corresponds to a

specific spectral point.

For perpendicular component of p-polarlsation :

1-r exp(2irf )
EP. , - ^ ^ — -tane, . .EP ..(41)

As an example, we have given the 3-D electric field plots for

4-layer (Fig-36), 5-layer broad band antireflection coatings (Fig-37) as

well as for 5-layer broad-band oblique incidence 50/50 beam splitter

(Fig-38). All most all the designs show that electric field amplitude

Inside low-index layers are varying to some extent over various spectral

points. Hence damage threshold will have almost identical values for the

various wavelength concerned, since the low-index films always exhibit very

high damage thresholds.

3.5 LIMITING FACTORS FOR HIGH POWER LASER APPLICATIONS:

In the conventional designs, these layers are usually of optical

thickness A /4 or \ /Z where, A is the wavelength for which the filter is
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designed. Appropriate choice of refractive index, layer thickness and the

number of layers permits the manufacture of narrow band, wide band, cut-on

or cut-off filters. From the foregoing, one could assume that filters of

almost any desired characteristics can be made. In practice, the

deposited films are not as perfect as the computed films. The films may

not have the desired refractive index or thickness, may be inhomogeneous,

absorbing or scattering. Besides stress in the film and adhesion to the

substrate may set a limit to the number of films that can be used. The

overall effects of errors in film thickness and absorption are different,

depending upon the position of the layers. All these these factors put a

limit to the highest at which the device can be used.

3.6 DAMAGE CAUSED BY HIGH LASER POWER:

It is well known that optical thin film devices behave in a very

complicated way , as far as damage is concerned, when exposed to high

energy laser beams. Many details of the damage process are still not well

understood and are the subject of active investigation.'

It has been observed quite often that high energy laser can

destroy optics in a single pulse. The study of laser induced damage is a

very complex subject and the field has experienced its share of

controversy while knowledge is gained. Many details of the damage process

are still not well understood and are subject of active investigation. The

large number of applications of lasers, in a wide variety of operating

conditions, means that many processes dependent on laser characteristics

such as wavelength, pulse duration, duty cycle etc., as well as properties

of the optical materials or components themselves usually come into play.

The processes by which laser induced damage can occur are

acoustic damage caused by stimulated Brillouin scattering, simple heating

by absorption and electron avalanche induced by high electric field of the

Incident laser beam. The acoustic process is more probable in case of high

repetition rate pulsed lasers. Heating, either by bulk absorption or

localised absorption at inclusions, is unimportant in high purity

materials, but may follow from other factors like change in stoichiometry,

composition, mutual interactions between different constituents of a

multilayer stack or surface and inter boundary contaminations inside the

stack.
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Electron avalanche is the most important damage process, whether

in substrate or multilayers. Electron avalanche appears as an optical

frequency spark, associated with shock waves and explosive vapourisation.

Most often the spark begins at the dielectric surface or interface.

Avalanche is initiated by ionization of single atom or contaminant

molecule, such as water, adsorbed on a surface or trapped at an interface.

Contaminant sites are localized, mimicing inclusions. If ionization occurs

at an interior point, it may be described as excitation of an electron

from the valence band to conduction band of a pure dielectric. Such

ionization cannot normally occur if the energy of the incident photon is

less than the photoelectric threshold energy of the dielectric or

contaminant. In the very high photon fluxes of some laser beams,

especially if focused, pairs(or larger groups) of photons in coincidence

may accomplish otherwise Impossible ionization. An equivalent description

is that, the optical electric fields in some laser beams are so large as to

polarize atoms until they come apart. Multi photon ionization is a quantum

mechanical tunneling phenomenon. Its most outstanding characteristic is

its probabilistic nature. There is no threshold pulse energy or pulse peak

irradiance for multiphoton ionization. Whether breakdown and damage will

inevitably follow an initial multiphoton ionization depends upon laser

pulse shape and duration. A variety of dissipative process compete with

avalanche growth. It is usually easier to maintain an avalanche than to

start it. so the statistics of laser induced damage usually follow the

statistics of multiphoton ionization. Because there are no thresholds for

multiphoton ionization, it is fundamentally wrong to attempt to identify a

damage threshold with any single damage event. Considering various aspects

of the laser induced damage, it is highly essential to study the electric

field analysis inside a multilayer system used for high power laser

applications.

When all the design aspects of a thin film devices are over it

has to be developed into a device using an appropriate fabrication

technique. A large number of techniques are available for development of

thin film devices. But the technique to be chosen for a specific purpose

depends upon device (singe or multilayer) as well as the materials to be

used. With the progress of high power technology researches are being

carried out for novel techniques that can deliver the films having
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bulk-like properties as well as higher damage threshold.

3.7 EXPERIMENTAL HIGH DAMAGE THRESHOLD ANTIREFLECTION COATING:

Using the the data from the Modified Complex optimization method,

broad band anti-reflection coatings in the range of 500-800 nm have been

designed and successfully developed. The device consist of five alternate

layers of TiO and SiO materials. As can be seen from the

spectrophotometer tracing it has produced a transmittance of nearly 99.5%

in the specified region. The spectral sensitivities of various layers are

presented in the Figure-39. This analysis has shown that the first and the

fifth layers are very less sensitive to the thickness errors. Both

theoretical and experimental characteristics are presented in the

Figure-40.

DESIGN:

5-Layer: Air:1.35L:0.563H;0.561L:0.38H: 0,274L:Sub

Where L'and H are quarter-wave optical thickness at 550 nm.

Electric field analysis of this device has been shown In the

figure-41. It can be seen that a major part of the field is confined in the

first layer which is the low-index layer. The total thicknesses of

high-index layers is near about one fourth that of low-index counter parts.

The designs is chosen in such way that the peaks of the electric field are

away from the layer boundaries and hence the interface scatterings are

minimum. When this coaling was tested for its damage threshold it was found

that it could withstand a power density better than 6 GW/Cm at the

excimer pumped dye laser wavelength of 580 nm having 20 nsec pulse width.
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